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Changes
in 2018

DIRT no longer asks which one call center was 
notified. This has never been used in DIRT Re-
ports, and for most DIRT events it can be ascer-
tained from the location of the event. Incorrect 
one call center abbreviations and/or descriptions 
were also a common error in bulk uploads that 
the data submitter had to go back and fix.

DIRT no longer asks if facility marks were 
visible in the area of excavation or if facilities 
were marked correctly. The DIRT data indicates 
possible confusion around these questions. For 
example, some reports indicated marks were 
not visible and facilities were marked correctly, 
but can one know the marks are accurate if 

they’re not even visible? Some confusion may 
be because the question didn’t distinguish 
between the damaged facility and others at 
the work site. For example, the damaged 
facility was not marked, but marks for other 
facilities were visible and accurate. These 
questions overlapped the root causes relating 
to locating issues, such as “Facility was not 
located or marked” and “Facility marking or 
location not sufficient.” Considering all this, 
and because one of the goals of the DIRT 
makeover was to streamline the form, the Data 
Committee decided to delete these questions.

“Was the work area white-lined?” is a new 
question. White lining is when the excavator 
marks the work site with white paint or flags 
so that the locator knows exactly where marks 
are needed. This minimizes miscommunication 
with verbal descriptions of work sites and al-
lows the locator to avoid unnecessarily mark-
ing beyond what the excavator really needs 
(see Best Practice 5-2). 

Finally, the question “If No (one call center was 
not notified), is the excavation activity and/or 
excavator exempt from notification?” is also 
new. The May 2017 CGA newsletter discussed 
this in conjunction with a new exemption 
question in Part C relating to facility operator 
participation in a one call center. 

All previous newsletter articles relating to the 
changes to DIRT can be found on the CGA 
website here. They are also accessible from the 
DIRT website by clicking on the link at the top.

As part of our continuing series on 2018 revisions to DIRT, in this 
issue we review the consolidation of Parts E and F.
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